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Introduction
The node elimination of a signal flow graph is a well-known 
technique a However when one uses the technique of eliminating nodes 
one by one, it is natural to investigate the possibility of finding a 
technique of eliminating a set of nodes at once which may be simpler 
than eliminating these nodes one by one depending on the topology of 
a given signal flow graph«
Here a method of eliminating a subgraph which is obviously 
equivalent to eliminating a set of nodes at once is introduced« One of 
the two formulas used to accomplish this elimination is the same form 
as the well-known Mason's topological formula for a signal flow graph 
and the other can be considered as the modification of the Mason's 
formula« Furthermore the special case of this formula becomes obviously 
identical to the node elimination formula.
Elimination of Subgraph
Consider a signal flow graph G as shown in Figure la in
which subgraph consisting of nodes n1#n2, .. . ,nt, i^i^..., and i ,
subgraph GR consisting of nodes r][,r2,. , . ,r^, i^i^..., and i . For
convenience, any edge connected between the nodes in i^,i , ...v, and
i is considered to be in subgraph G^ T. Notice that the nodes i„ , i„,, . ., P N 1 2
and i ara common in both G and G . Suppose that both the source and P JN K
the sink are in the subgraph G . The equations corresponding to the 
signal flow graph G can be expressed as
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(a) A Signal Flow Graph (b) After Eliminating Sub-
Graph Gr
Figure 1.
where the matrix
(2)
is from subgraph G and the matrix B -N
(3)
is from subgraph G_.K. The vectors X , N* N X and XR are respectively
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where Xk is the variable (weight) given to node k for k = n]L,...,n , i
»..,i , r o o o ,r , X is the source and X' is the sink.P 1 q n-^ n^
Equation 1 can be written as the following two equations:
X,
A 11 A 12
N
XI J
= X.-N (5)
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Furthermore Eq. (6) can be modified as
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For convenience, let
B =
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Suppose B is nonsingular, then from Eq. (7), we have
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Then Eq. (9) can be written in two equations
X,
*11 [A21 A22
N
L- XI—I
+ X = 0 ( 10)
*21 [ A21 A2 J
X.N
- XI-
+ XR = 0 .
-1,If (B )-^ is nonsingular, we can write Eq. (10) as
‘X.
[A21 A22]
N
X.
+ <a N i ' 1 xi ■ 0
or
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+ (b" 1) u " 1 + u XI = XI
( 11)
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This with Eq« (5) gives
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5from which the solution can be obtained. Thus, the signal flow graph
after eliminating subgraph GR must be the one which is represented by
Eq. (14). This equation shows that we can replace subgraph G by a newR
signal flow graph which consists of nodes i.,i , and i and isl z p
given by the equation
[ (B"1) ! ^ 1 + U] XI = X . (15)
Thus we only need to discuss each entry of [(B_1) -1 + U] so that we
can obtain the new subgraph from the given subgraph G .R
Entry of [ (B )^ "^ + U]
It. t0 .. t or B1 2 Vu.un . .u1 2 V
mu :m=l,2, m
For a given matrix B, let the symbol B
be the submatrix obtained from B by deleting rows t^t^,..., and t and 
columns u_,u , and u . Further, we use the symbol C. for each 
entry of (B "S-q ”1» i.e.,
(B'1) ' 1 = [C.J . (16)11 L~u
Also from Eqs. (1) and (3), the rows and columns of B corresponding to 
x. (and xr ) be i and rm ,. Then
m m m
r iLet M = [m. J and A . . be the cofactor at i-i position of M. ij ij J r
Then
where M,.
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is obtained from M by deleting rows i, ,..i and columnsi r
'!* * * V
. .v
6m=l,2,...p,m^t
citiu = T r a
i V  m' = l,2, . . .p,m'^u , m * * ( 17)
¿w: w=l,2,...,p
w
The graph corresponding to B*. is G.
,w: w=l,2,...,p R(i :w=l,2,...,p)w
w
because the deletion of row i and column i is equivalent to deletingw w
2node i and all edges connected to the nodes in GD . Thus
W  K.
| [ B-U]
¿w: w=l,2,...,p 
w
= (-l)q Z(-l)k (P-set cycle project j)
°£ GR(i :w=l,2,...,p) w
( 18)
where G_, .. , . N is a Coate's flow graph obtained from signalR(i:w=l,2,...,p) w
flow graph G by inserting one self loop with -1 as its
w
weight to every node in Gn/, , « N and h is the number of direct
w
circuits in P = set j. Thus^
| C B-U] i :w=l,2,...,p\ . w iw ,
= (-l)q {1-E P + Z Pm, m0m 1 m 2
°f GR(i:wl,2,...,p) w
( 19)
thwhere P is the product of the weight of all edges in the m set of 
i
i non-touching directed circuits.
Similarly if i ^ i r u
| [ B-U] 1 m=l»2,...,p,m^t |
i m ’ = 1,2 , . . . ,p,m'^u
= (-l)q E D,
k tlt1u)kk
m ( 20)
°f GR(i i :w' = l,2,... ,p,wVt,u) w
where  ^  ^ is the product of weights of edges in directed path k from
t u
node i to node i and A, is (1-EP. +£P ...) of the subgraph obtainedt u k m^ m o r
7fr°m GR (iw ,:w'=l,2,...,p,w¥t,u) deleting all nodes in the directed
path k and all edges connected to the nodes. Hence directed path k and
any directed circuits in in A^ must not have any common nodes.
i
Hence Eq. (17) becomes
(itiu)kAk GR(i-w i :w' = l,2 ,... ,p,w Vt,u)
i. i l-SP 4£P . . . of G , ~  ~ •t u  mi m2 R(iw :w=l,2,...,p)
When it and i are considered to be the source and the sink of
GR(i i:w'-l,2,...,p,wVt,u) the formula in Ecl • (21) is the Mason's
topological formula. When i = i , |[B-U]t u 1 u i:m=1,2,...,p,m^t 
i , :m' = l,2,. . . ,p,mVui il
(21)
becomes |[B-u]^ ■‘m=i 2 p m^t) ^ ° Thus the formula becomes the 
same as that given by Eq. (18). However, because of a self-loop of -1
at node ifc, we can write
| [ B' Uh i ni: in=1 , 2 , . . . , p : n ^ t ) l  "  ( - 1) q+12 ( - l ) hP -s e t  cyc le  p r o j e c t  j
GR ( iw; w = l , 2 , . . .  ,p,w?*t) (22)
(-l)crfl{F1 + f 2}
where Fl is the collection of all terms contained in the self loop of 
-1 at node i^_ and is the remaining terms.
Since every term in F^ contains this particular self loop,
F^ can be expressed as
^ _
Fi = (-1){£(-1) P-set cycle product j of G„,. , . (23)1 J R(iw :w=l,2,...,p)J ;
8Thus Eq. (17) with i,_ = i becomes n t u
(-1){ 1-EP„ +EP_ ... of G
C
m2 R(i :w=l,2,...,p)} C(it)kAk
1t1t (1-EP +. . .) of Gm R(i :w=l,2,...,p)w (24)
of GR(i ,:w'=l,2,..,,p,w'^t)w
where ^  is the product of weight of all edges in directed circuit
k, which contains node i . Also A,' is (1-EP +EP ...) of the subgrapht k v m^ m2 o r
obtained from G_. .. , . 0 by deleting all nodes in theR(iTT,:w -l,2,...,p,w ft) J 6w
directed circuit k and all edges connected to these deleted nodes. 
Equation (24) can be written as
V t
” 1 ^ C f  v , A-. of (G_ (  . • a n o i /. \ )k (it)k k v R(iw ,:w «1,2,...,p,w'^t)y
1 - E P  +EP ... of G ,. 7“  7m1 m2 R(iw :w=l,2,...,p)
(25)
Hence the (it,it) entry of k^  ^ of [ (B *)^ 1 + U] (because of U) 
becomes
i. i
S C(it)kAk °f G^R(i ,:w'=l,2,...,p,w'^t)^ 
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t t ~ ~*m,'“~nu " ’ ' ~R(i :w=l,2,...,p)w
and from Eq. (21), the (i^i^) entry k^  ^ of [ (B )^  ^+ U] bee
t u
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(27)
Equations (26) and (27) give two formulas by which a set of nodes can be 
eliminated at once from a signal flow graph.
acf
(b) Resultant Signal Flow Graph After 
Eliminating GR
Figure 2. Signal Flow Graph
Figure 3
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Example; Suppose we have a signal flow graph shown in Figure
2a in which the source and the sink are in G„. Then we can eliminateN
subgraph G by the following steps;K
Step 1; Since the denominator D of both Eq. (26) and (27) 
are the same, which is given by
D = 1 - ZP + ZPm]L m2 of GtR(l,2,3)
where GR ^  2 ^  Is given in Figure 3a. D is simply
D = 1-g-h-def+gh .
For k^, the numerator is (from Eq. (26))
N11 SC(1)kAk °f GR(23) a6fj
Thus
aef j
11 1-g-h-def+gL
For k^> numerator N.,., is (from Eq. (27))13
or
Thus
S imilarly
NjJ SD(12)kAk °f GR(2)
N13 = acf‘
acf
13 1-g-h-def+gh
bcdf
23 1-g-h-def+gh
and
11
k = hj(1-g-h+gh)
21 1-g-h+def+gh
It can easily be seen that others such as k ^ fk ^ t... are zero.
When B or (B ^)j. is singular, we must prdve the validity 
of the equivalent transformation without using the inverse of B as
and
From Eq. (1), we have
A11 A12 XN ~0 0 0 ” _ xn
+ =
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_ X R_ 1
r x ~
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i
XR
= XR •
(28)
(29)
Solving Eq. (29) under the assumption that is non-singular, we
have
XR “ *-B22 ' B21 XI * (30)
The substitution of this into Eq. (28) gives
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and
12
11 - B12[B22 - U]
-1
21 = [m. . ] . 1. 1 t u
(33)
Also let the rows and the columns of B be i, , i_ , . . . i r,r«... and1 2  p 1 2
r in the order. Then
q
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The numerator of the right hand side of Eq. (35) is exactly the same
as the row-column expansion of the matrix
V u
b . r, 11 u
b .
roL2 u
b . r l
q u
b . ...b.
1. r i i . rt 1 t q
B22 -  U
CB’D'liii»:nFl*2....P>p,m^t
i ,:m'=l,2,...,p,m,/uI m '
(36)
Thus from Eq. (17), and Eq. (27)
m. . = C . . = k . .
i l  i l  i  it u t u t u
(37)
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When t = u, Eq. (35) becomes
1 / <1m = 7r I b . . ^  - E b . ^  b
V t  tk 1 1t1t u£=i itro) rcru) rcLt
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By modifying this as
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Thus from Eqs. (22), (25), and (26),
+ 1
+ 1 (40)
m. . = k. .
V t  V t
(41)
This proves that the equivalent transformation is valid if B - U  is non-
l.i t u
singular. Since B - U  must be non-singular to have at least one of k 
exists, this assumption is valid also. Notice that we assume at first 
that ,5m contains sink x ' 31(1 XM contains source X . However, the proof
^  H  IN
would be the same when the source or (and) the sink are in X .
15
Conclusion
We show that the simple formulas given by Eqs. (26) and (27)
are enough to eliminate a set of nodes in a signal flow graph. It can
be seen that for many cases, the technique will be simpler than the
elimination of nodes one by one. Notice that the assumption about the
non-singularities of submatrices are valid as long as all edges which
replace subgraph G have finite weights.K.
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